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Rutgers University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Poconos: An Illustrated
Natural History Guide (Revised edition), C.S. Oplinger, Robert Halma, The Poconos, a rich plateau
nestled in northeastern Pennsylvania between the Delaware River and the Moosic Mountains,
encompass a variety of alluring features - forests and lakes, abundant wildlife, ski slopes, waterfalls,
and honeymoon resorts. This classic guide offers a window into the natural history and ecology of
the region, less than two hours drive from New York City and Philadelphia, whose scenery attracts
some ten million visitors each year. The perfect reference for amateur naturalists, outdoor
enthusiasts, tourists, and others who wish to explore the area, "The Poconos" clearly explains the
unique geographic characteristics, animal habits and habitats, climate, geology, and vegetation of
the area. The authors trace the region from its beginnings millions of years ago as part of a shallow
sea, through the reshaping forces of great glaciers, to today's roadways and turnpikes. This revised
and expanded edition also includes brief profiles of individuals who played significant roles in the
preservation or understanding of the area's ecology. Chapters provide a general survey of the area,
including its history and places to be explored and observed,...
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Reviews
This ebook is great. I really could comprehended every thing using this composed e ebook. Its been designed in an exceedingly simple way and it is only
following i finished reading this publication where basically modified me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Her minia B la nda
The very best publication i at any time read through. I actually have go through and i am confident that i am going to planning to read through once more
once more down the road. I found out this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication to learn.
-- Emie Wucker t
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